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The  electronic  and  chemical  properties  of  the interface  region  in  the  structures  obtained  by  the  passivation
of  epitaxial  n-type  4H-SiC  layers  with  bilayers  consisting  of a  5 nm-thick  SiO2 or  Al2O3 buffer  film  and
high-�  HfO2 layer  were  investigated.  The  main  aim  was  to  estimate  the  influence  of  the  passivation
eywords:
ilicon carbide
urface passivation
urface photovoltage
nterface charge
uger electron spectroscopy

approach  on  the  interface  effective  charge  density  (Qeff)  from  the  surface  photovoltage  (SPV)  method
and,  in  addition  to determine  the  in-depth  element  distribution  in the  interface  region  from  the  Auger
electron  spectroscopy  (AES)  combined  with  Ar+ ion  profiling.  The  structure  HfO2/SiO2/4H-SiC  exhibited
slightly  superior  electronic  properties  in  terms  of Qeff (in  the  range  of  −1011 q  cm−2).

© 2012 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
hemical in-depth profiling

. Introduction

Silicon carbide (SiC) properties, such as the wide bandgap
3.26 eV at room temperature for 4H polytype), high breakdown
eld, high saturation velocity of electron drift and high ther-
al  conductivity, make this material particularly suitable for high

emperature and high power electronics. The device miniaturiza-
ion requires searching for novel efficient passivation schemes
or metal-oxide-semiconductor (MOS) technology, especially using
igh-� insulators to reduce the leakage current owing to larger layer
hickness with the same capacitance as using low-� materials, e.g.
iO2. One of the most promising high-� dielectrics is hafnium diox-
de (HfO2) with permittivity from 15 to 25. However, the deposition
f HfO2 on a SiC surface causes several difficulties. The most impor-
ant one is a relatively low conduction band offset between SiC and
fO2 (�EC below 0.7 eV) [1–3], which is responsible for high leak-
ge current [4].  Another serious problem is a high density of the
lectronic states, Dit, at the HfO2/SiC interface [4].  The method to
mprove the interface is to put an interlayer between SiC and HfO2.

he interlayer/SiC interface should have higher �EC and lower Dit.
he oxides proposed for the buffer layer are e.g. silicon dioxide SiO2
�EC ≈ 2.7 eV) and aluminum oxide Al2O3 (�EC ≈ 1.7 eV) [2,5–8].

∗ Corresponding author. Tel.: +48 32 237 1452; fax: +48 32 237 1778.
E-mail address: Alina.Domanowska@polsl.pl (A. Domanowska).

169-4332/$ – see front matter ©  2012 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
ttp://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.apsusc.2012.03.172
It is necessary to emphasize that the electronic and chemical
quality of the layers and the interfaces is strongly dependent on
fabrication technology and used SiC polytype. The imperfections
of SiO2/SiC interfaces are attributed mainly to the dangling bonds
and the impurity-related states [1] as well as the possible excess
carbon clusters at the interface [9,10].  Some authors reported on the
formation of a transition interlayer between SiO2 and SiC [11,12]
while the others definitively ruled out the existence of such a layer
[13]. The similar situation takes place in the case of Al2O3 deposited
on SiC [8,14].

Many contact electrical measurement techniques, like
capacitance–voltage (C–V), current–voltage (I–V), and deep
level transient spectroscopy, have been widely applied to SiC
devices to study the bulk, interface, and near-interface traps
[4,15–18]. Recognizing the maturity of these methods and their
compatibility with industrial demands, it should be mentioned
that they can be used only after the contact formation which
can influence the insulator/semiconductor interface especially if
the contacts are annealed at high temperature [19]. To control
the electronic properties of the surfaces and interfaces during
earlier stages of the device fabrication process, the contactless and
non-destructive methods are necessary. One of such methods is

the measurement of surface photovoltage (SPV) [20]. Surprisingly,
SPV as a non-destructive and contactless tool has been rarely used
for SiC up to now [21,22].  Furthermore, the electrical methods
for SiC and other wide bandgap semiconductors suffer from the

dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.apsusc.2012.03.172
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/journal/01694332
http://www.elsevier.com/locate/apsusc
mailto:Alina.Domanowska@polsl.pl
dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.apsusc.2012.03.172
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xtremely long time constants for carrier emission from deep
evels, which limit the energetic range of studied traps [23]. To
xcite carriers from the deep levels, higher temperature or light,
s in SPV, can be used. Therefore, in this work, we  applied the SPV
easurement versus ultraviolet (UV)-light excitation intensity (˚)

or the comparative characterization of the electronic properties
f oxide/n-type SiC interfaces passivated with double-layered
tructures containing buffer nanofilms and high-� dielectric.
amely, we investigated two types of n-4H-SiC-based structures
assivated by an ultrathin (5 nm)  SiO2 or Al2O3 buffer layer
nd then covered by a thin (45 nm)  HfO2 layer. The electronic
roperties of the SiO2/SiC and Al2O3/SiC interfaces, in terms of the

nterface effective charge density (Qeff), were determined from the
omparison of the experimental and theoretical SPV(˚)  depen-
encies calculated by a computer simulator of non-equilibrium
henomena in semiconductors. For the rigorous simulations we
ssumed the interface states continuously distributed in the
nergy gap due to disordered amorphous-like interface structure.
he chemical element in-depth distribution in the insulator and
nterface region of the HfO2/SiO2/SiC structure was  examined ex
itu using Auger electron spectroscopy (AES) combined with Ar+

on sputtering and enhanced with numerical spectra analysis.
his experiment allowed for the direct recognition of the double
assivation overlayer arrangement, which is related to the disorder

nduced gap state (DIGS) model of the interface.

. Experiment

The investigated passivation structures were based on a 5 �m
hick n-type SiC epilayer, doped to 5 × 1015 cm−3 and grown on n-
ype 4H-SiC substrate supplied by Cree Inc. The SiO2 pedestal layer
interlayer) was deposited by plasma-enhanced chemical vapor
eposition (PECVD) technique using SiH4 and N2O at the temper-
ture of 300 ◦C with power and pressure set to 8 W and 0.35 Torr,
espectively. The Al2O3 interlayer was deposited by atomic layer
eposition (ALD) using TMA  and H2O as precursors at tempera-
ure of 200 ◦C with the deposition sequence consisting of 0.014 s
MA  pulse – 8 s nitrogen purge – 0.015 s H2O pulse – 8 s nitrogen
urge. The thicknesses of SiO2 and Al2O3 layers determined by high
esolution transmission electron microscope (HR-TEM) were 5 nm.
he 45-nm-thick HfO2 dielectric film was deposited by ALD using
DMAHf and H2O precursors at 90 ◦C. The deposition sequence (300
ycles) was following: 0.04 s H2O pulse – 8 s nitrogen purge – 0.02 s
DMAHf pulse – 8 s nitrogen purge.

SPV was measured using a Besocke Kelvin probe with a gold grid
eference electrode (diameter of 3 mm).  The UV light source was a
euterium lamp with a 350 nm band filter and a circular variable
etallic neutral density filter to change the excitation light inten-

ity (˚) in the wide range (from about 108 to 1012 photon cm−2 s−1).
he SPV signal was registered and analyzed by an original electronic
nd computer system which will be described in detail elsewhere.
he stability and repeatability of the results were carefully checked
n order to avoid UV-induced slow transients reported e.g. for GaN
24].

AES combined with Ar+ ion sputtering and numerical procedure
or spectra analysis was used to examine the chemical properties of
he HfO2/SiO2/SiC structure, in terms of the in-depth element dis-
ribution. The measurements were performed on the SAM PHI 600
uger Electron Microprobe. The main advantage of the used appa-
atus is that the Auger electrons come from the average depth only
f about 3 nm and from the local area (diameter lower than 100 nm)
f an examined surface. The energy of primary electrons was 10 keV

nd the measurement energy step was 0.5 eV in the range from 100
o 1700 eV. The sample sputtering was realized using a scanning Ar+

on gun with differential pumping, which allows to maintain the
onstant sputtering rate. The sputtered raster area was 2 × 2 mm2.
 Science 258 (2012) 8354– 8359 8355

The ion beam energy was  800 eV to minimize the effect of atomic
mixing in the SiO2 buffer region. The ion beam angle of incidence
to the normal of the surface was  about 50◦. The base pressure in
the chamber was  10−9 Torr and 10−8 Torr during sputtering.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Surface photovoltage

The information on the effective interface charge density (Qeff)
at the oxide/HfO2 interface was  obtained from the comparison of
the experimental and theoretical dependencies of the SPV versus
excitation UV-light intensity (˚). In our calculations, Qeff is the
sum of the interface fixed charge density, Qfix, and the density of
the charge in the interface states in the dark. SPV means a photo-
induced change in the interface potential and is known to be very
sensitive to the electronic properties of surfaces and interfaces,
including the dark surface band bending and Fermi level posi-
tion, the interface state density and charge as well as the interface
recombination velocity [20,25–27].

The theoretical SPV(˚)  curves were calculated using the original
computer simulator of non-equilibrium phenomena in semicon-
ductors [28]. We  took into account all bulk recombination channels
(i.e. band-to-band, Shockley–Read–Hall, and Auger) and interface
recombination through the interface state continuum as well as
drift and diffusion of photo-excited carriers. We  assumed the U-
shaped energetic distribution of the interface states, Dit(E), in
accordance with the DIGS model [29] with the charge neutrality
level, ECNL, approximately at the SiC midgap [30] (inset in Fig. 1):

Dit(E) = Dit0 exp

(
|E − ECNL|

E0d,a

)nd,a

(1)

where Dit0 is the minimum density of interface states, E0d, nd and
E0a, na describe the curvature of donor-like and acceptor like branch
of the Dit(E) curve below and above ECNL, respectively.

It should be pointed out that DIGS model, which attributes the
interface states and their U-shaped energetic distribution to the
disorder at an insulator/semiconductor interface, is in agreement
with the existence of an interfacial layer between SiO2 and SiC and
partial amorphization of SiC at SiO2/SiC interface [11,12] and sim-
ilar features of Al2O3/SiC [14] as well as with continuous Dit(E)
distributions derived from metal/oxide/SiC devices using electri-
cal techniques [1,6,9].  DIGS is also in accordance with our Auger
results (discussed in Section 3.2) which reveal a slightly disordered
SiO2/SiC interface. The assumed U-shaped Dit(E) is an approxima-
tion of the real distribution of the interface states and does not
include specific traps related to stoichiometric defects and impuri-
ties [1,27].

The DIGS-related interface recombination rate (US) was
expressed by the formula taken from the Shockley–Read–Hall
model generalized to the continuous energetic distribution of inter-
face states, Dit(E):

US =
EC∫
EV

�n�pvnvp(nSpS − n2
i )Dit(E)dE

�nvn[nS + n1(E)] + �pvp[pS + p1(E)]
(2)

where EV is the top of the valence band, EC is the bottom of the con-
duction band, �n and �p are the interface state cross sections for
capturing electrons and holes, respectively, vn and vp are thermal
velocities of electrons and of holes respectively, and ns and ps are
the interface concentrations of electrons and holes, respectively.

The parameters n1(E) and p1(E) can be interpreted as densities of
electrons and of holes, respectively, in the non-degenerated semi-
conductor, when the Fermi level equals E. The values of the SiC
parameters needed for the calculations were taken from Ref. [31].
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Fig. 1. (a) The comparison between theoretical dependencies of surface photo-
voltage, SPV, versus the excitation light intensity, ˚, for various values of the
effective interface charge density, Qeff , (lines) and the experimental results for
the  HfO2/SiO2/SiC structure (filled circles) and for the HfO2/Al2O3/SiC one (empty
squares). The exemplary interface state density distribution, Dit(E), used in the cal-
culation is shown in the inset. ECNL denotes the charge neutrality level. (b) The
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Table 1
The values of the minimum density of the interface states, Dit0, and of the interface
fixed charge density, Qfix, used in the calculations, and the effective interface charge
density, Qeff. q is the elementary charge (q > 0).

Dit0 (eV−1 cm−2) Qfix (q cm−2) Qeff (q cm−2)

7 × 1010 0 −1.44 × 1011

1 × 1011 0 −1.63 × 1011

1.5 × 1011 0 −1.84 × 1011

1 × 1011 −2 × 1010 −1.69 × 1011

1 × 1011 −1 × 1011 −1.99 × 1011

well as the buffer interlayer region was  well recognized. We  found
alculated dependencies of surface recombination velocity, SRV, versus  ̊ for two
xtreme studied cases of the sets of interface electronic parameters.

ore details of the computational procedure can be found in Refs.
27,32,33].

The SPV(˚) curves calculated for different Qeff values and
easured SPV(˚) data obtained for HfO2/SiO2/4H-SiC and
fO2/Al2O3/4H-SiC structures are summarized in Fig. 1a. It demon-

trates the high sensitivity of the SPV(˚)  dependencies to both
 and Qeff. The strong shift of the SPV(˚)  curves toward lower
 values against |Qeff| increase is evident. This effect is caused

y the deeper depletion in the SiC surface region induced by the
ore negative interface charge. Under the deeper depletion the

hoto-excited carriers change the surface potential more drasti-
ally, which is manifested by the larger SPV signal. It should be
ointed out that the observed differences in the measured SPV(�)
urves for examined structures are mainly related to the interface
tates and interface charge responsible for various band bending
nd not to the changes of the interface recombination. Our cal-
ulations of the interface recombination velocity (SRV), which is
efined as the ratio of US to the excess hole concentration at the

nterface, proved that due to relatively small values of Dit and ˚,
he dynamic influence of the interface recombination on SPV can
e neglected. As shown in Fig. 1b, SRV is almost ˚-independent
n the measurement region and equals approximately 104 cm s−1

or all cases shown in Table 1. The SRV decreases for  ̊ greater
han 1015 photon cm−2 s−1, i.e. above the maximum value of ˚
2 × 1011 0 −1.99 × 1011

4 × 1011 2 × 1011 −1.99 × 1011

used in the experiment, due to the saturation of the interface
states as recombination centers as in case of Si, GaAs, and InP
[32,33].

The comparison of the theoretical curves with the experimental
results (Fig. 1 and Table 1) suggests that Dit0 can be estimated in
the order of 1011 eV−1 cm−2 but higher values are not precluded.
For the Dit(E) shape assumed in our calculation (inset in Fig. 1) it
gives Dit(EC) of about 1013 eV−1 cm−2, which is in agreement with
the values reported for SiO2/SiC interface from electrical measure-
ments [15–17,34].  Despite the ambiguity in the estimation of Dit0
and of Qfix (the influences of Dit0 and of Qfix on SPV are very similar
and their separation is beyond the scope of this paper), it is clear
that lower SPV signal for the same values of  ̊ for the HfO2/SiO2/SiC
structure (Fig. 1a) strongly implies that it exhibits better oxide/SiC
interface properties (in terms of Qeff) than the structure with the
Al2O3 buffer. This conclusion is in agreement with the electri-
cal characterization of similar structures by capacitance–voltage
and current–voltage measurements [35,36].  Nevertheless, further
studies combining both electrical (C–V) and photoluminescence
measurements will be performed in order to quantitatively char-
acterize the passivated SiC structures. Basing on the SPV results,
we  then focused on the HfO2/SiO2/SiC structure and performed
the analysis of its chemical composition. One of the aims of this
studies was to confirm the arrangement of the double passivation
overlayer and element distribution in the SiO2/SiC interface region,
which should be consistent with the assumptions of DIGS model of
interface states.

3.2. Auger electron spectroscopy

The information on a constituent element distribution in the
HfO2 passivation layer and SiO2 buffer layer/SiC interface was
obtained from the systematic measurement of the set of AES spec-
tra versus sputtering time and their subsequent numerical analysis.
The numerical procedure consisted of the following steps: (i) AES
spectrum background removal, (ii) graphical analysis of the set of
spectra versus sputtering time, (iii) overlapping peak decompo-
sition, and (iv) in-depth element AES signal profile analysis. The
fully-numerical procedure of background removal was based on
the algorithm proposed by Bauer [37]. Then the consecutive spec-
tra in terms of AES lines of all constituent elements (C, Si, O and Hf)
were summarized in Fig. 2. It should be noted that the presented
results mainly correspond to the interface region and thus the first
AES spectrum on the graph was measured after a 60 min  sputter-
ing of the HfO2 layer. The sputtering time of the single cycle was
30 s whereas the sputtering time of the whole sample amounted to
about 76 min.

From Fig. 2 it is evident that we  registered the in-depth peak evo-
lution of each element and on this basis the HfO2 and SiC bulk as
both the peak intensity increasing and decreasing versus sputter-
ing time as well as their energy shifts related to chemical bond
changing. The first ten AES spectra contain O(KLL) and Hf(NOO)
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Fig. 2. The integral Auger electron spectra of HfO2/SiO2/SiC structure. The first spectrum on the graph was  measured after a 60 min  sputtering of the HfO2 layer. The sputtering
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ime  of a single cycle was 30 s.

ines, and does not contain Si(KLL) peaks, thus this region obviously
orresponds to HfO2 layer. It should be noted that the O/Hf intensity
atio was constant over the sputtered layer thickness that means
he uniform chemical composition. It should be pointed out that the
fO2 bulk was free of carbon contaminations. Similarly, the pure
iC substrate can be easily recognized from the last several spectra
with the highest numbers) which contain only C(KLL), Si(KLL), and
i(LMM) lines. It should be stressed that the analysis of AES spec-
ra corresponding to an extremely thin SiO2 buffer layer between
hose two bulk regions is much more complicated because of possi-
le transition inhomogeneities and ion sputtering induced artifacts,

ncluding preferential sputtering and atom mixing. Therefore, set-
ing the definitive boundary between the HfO2 and SiO2 layers is
ifficult. We  assumed that the buffer film begins with the first vis-

ble Si(LMM) peaks (approximately spectrum no. 9). At the same
ime, one can note the shift of Hf(NOO) peak into higher energies.
t should be pointed out that the presence of Hf atoms in the whole
iO2 buffer profile is an artifact related to both preferential sput-
ering of the elements lighter than heavy Hf atoms [38] and ion

ixing phenomena. The SiO2/SiC boundary determination is also
ather uncertain because of the transition region exhibiting both
igh C and Si lines as well as lower O and even Hf signals proba-
ly due to the profile widening resulting from the ion sputtering
ffects. Particularly interesting in the AES spectra set is the evo-
ution of the lower energy Si(LMM) line, because both its energy
osition and shape change significantly with oxidation [39]. One
an easily notice three different regions corresponding to various
i(LMM) line shape and energy position, which are marked with
ertical lines. The highest Si signal corresponds to the SiC sub-
trate. The shape of this peak differs significantly from that in SiO2
uffer layer deposited at SiC and in addition, its energy position

s shifted to markedly higher energies. Between SiO2 and HfO2
verlayer there are several spectra exhibiting weak Si(LMM) peaks
learly shifted to higher energies compared to SiO2 region. This

ransition region can be interpreted as HfxSi(1−x)O2 silicate layer
38,40,41].

More accurate analysis of the element distribution profile in
he interface region was performed using the numerical AES line
decomposition procedure, which allows to determine the AES
intensity in terms of the peak area. Every raw, non-smoothed peak
is fitted to the pseudo-Voigt function

V(E) = H(1 − W)  exp

[
− (E − P)2

S2

]
+ HW

[1 + (E − P)2/S2]
(3)

where H, P, S are the height, energy position of the peak and full
width at half maximum of the peak respectively, E is the electron
energy and W is the parameter describing the Lorentzian broaden-
ing of the peak. Then the peak area was  calculated. If the envelope
of a signal was the superposition of few standard peaks, it was  fit-
ted by the sum of several pseudo-Voigt functions for every peak, to
reproduce the final envelope. The best fitting for the raw measure-
ment data was found using the algorithm based on evolutionary
strategy [42,43]. The peak areas, normalized to unity, for all ele-
ments versus sputtering time are shown in Fig. 3. The numerical
spectra fitting allowed the separation of Si(LMM) and O(KLL) signals
for main different bonds. One can note that the profile of oxygen
assigned to SiO2 layer, marked by open circles, is strongly cor-
related with profile of silicon marked by solid triangles. On the
other hand, these profiles correlate well with oxygen bonded in
HfO2, which is marked by solid circles and silicon in SiC substrate
marked by the open triangles. The Si(LMM) signal assigned to the
silicate formation, which was  evident on integral spectra graph
(Fig. 2) appeared very similar to Si(LMM) signal from SiC sub-
strate but without sufficient C(KLL) signal. The existence of very
slightly shifted to higher energies Hf(NOO) signal in that region
suggests that it could be interpreted as silicate-related transition
area. The content of hafnium in the structure decreases gradually
along the depth, and the concentration of carbon increases. The
blurring of the profile is typical for in-depth profiling by ion sput-

tering, because of sputter process related effects. In spite of that, we
found the direct confirmation for the layered arrangement of the
passivation nanofilms with well recognized disordered interfaces,
which are consistent with the DIGS model assumptions.
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Fig. 3. The in-depth chemical profiles of the HfO2/SiO2/SiC structure.

. Conclusions

We characterized the electronic properties of oxide/n-SiC inter-
aces in the HfO2/SiO2/SiC and HfO2/Al2O3/SiC structures by the

easurement of SPV versus excitation UV-light intensity (˚)  com-
ined with the theoretical calculation of SPV(˚)  curves to estimate
he effective interface charge density, Qeff. Both structures seem to
ave the interface state density in the order of 1011 eV−1 cm−2 in
he minimum (approximately at the midgap) and of 1013 eV−1 cm−2

t the conduction band edge. The SiO2/SiC interface occurred to be
lightly better than Al2O3/SiC in terms of Qeff, in agreement with the
esults of electrical measurements of similar samples. The chemi-

al profile analysis of the HfO2/SiO2/SiC structure by AES combined
ith Ar+ ion sputtering provided the in-depth element distribution

n the dielectric and interface region. We  recognized well both the
 nm-thick SiO2 buffer and probably silicate transition nanolayer

[

[
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between SiO2 and HfO2. The developed numerical procedure for
AES spectra analysis was very efficient in determination of element
profiles in passivation nanolayers.
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